Excelitas Technologies Introduces IR Sensor Demo Kit for Smart Devices
Enabling a Reliable Selection of IR Detectors for Streamlined Integration
WALTHAM, Mass., June 19, 2019 – Excelitas
Technologies® Corp., a global technology leader
delivering innovative, customized photonic solutions,
announced its new IR Sensor Demo Kit, which
facilitates the comparative evaluation of infrared
temperature, motion and presence detectors. Its
universal board easily connects a wide range of
Excelitas IR sensors to developer PCs via a USB
interface to enable quick, reliable testing for OEMs
looking to integrate sensors into their innovative
consumer, IOT and smart home products.
Supporting both thermopile and pyroelectric sensors, the new Excelitas IR Sensor Demo Kit
consists of an interface board, sensor adapters and user-friendly software. All basic
parameters are accessible in the accompanied Windows software for thorough examination
of different types of sensors. Suitable adapter boards either feature sensor-specific sockets
or, in the case of SMD products, are supplied with sensors soldered onto the board.
“OEMs are increasingly relying on presence and motion sensors to pack more technology
and function into smart devices and similar products. Our comprehensive multi-sensor demo
kit software represents a valuable tool for selecting tried-and-tested IR sensors,” said
Wolfgang Schmidt, Senior Product Manager IR Sensing Solutions at Excelitas Technologies.
“Among our leading-edge sensor offerings, low-power detectors such as our CaliPile™ MultiFunction IR Sensor have proven to be an ideal fit for battery-powered devices requiring
energy efficiency. Instead of requiring multiple detectors for separate functions, CaliPile’s
single compact smart sensor remotely measures temperature, while detecting motion and
simultaneously monitoring presence in activating and maintaining device mode.”
For fast development of pure CaliPile applications, Excelitas also offers simplified evaluation
software specifically for this sensor family in addition to the comprehensive multi-sensor
demo kit software.
Excelitas IR Sensing Solutions will be on display at Sensors Expo, June 26-27, 2019 in San
Jose, California. Visit Excelitas booth #930 or https://www.excelitas.com/product-category/thermal-infrared-sensors to learn more.
###
About Excelitas Technologies
Excelitas Technologies® Corp. is a global technology leader focused on delivering innovative,
high-performance, market-driven photonic solutions to meet the lighting, optronics, detection
and optical technology needs of global customers. Serving a vast array of applications
across biomedical, scientific, safety, security, consumer products, semiconductor, industrial
manufacturing, defense and aerospace sectors, Excelitas Technologies stands committed to
enabling our customers' success in their end-markets. Excelitas Technologies now has
approximately 6,700 employees in North America, Europe and Asia, serving customers
across the world. Connect with Excelitas on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.

Visit http://www.excelitas.com for more information.
Excelitas® is a registered trademark and CaliPile™ is a trademark of Excelitas Technologies
Corp. All other products and services are either trademarks or registered trademarks of their
respective owners.
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